
McMaster Social Sciences Society

2020/2021 Executive Meeting
24th Meeting: November 15, 2020, / 6:30 pm

ATTENDEES:
- President: Cole Badiani
- VP Programming: Maryam Denno
- VP External: Megan Lesiuta
- VP Finance: Finley Kibbey-Dunne
- Internal Assistant: Danielle Fernandes

RECAP:

Fall Preview

● Liz and Cole have been in constant communication
● Things are going well!
● Time slots for fall preview will hopefully be full
● Participants have a chance to win a few gift cards as well
● Liz is having trouble finding people for an instagram takeover

● We are going to help/support her there
● Panel night

● Presentation needs to add a few more topics
● Have a question and answer section
● How will it be laid out?

● Each member in a different room or all together

Planner interviews and applications

● Concrete application finished by mid to late November
● Have them out by December 1st
● Interviews around exam period
● Planners will not be paid this year
● Online mainly

Formal



● The last meeting was picking the charity
● Potentially donate to “Neighbour to neighbour” (charity)
● Looking for group feedback! (let Maryam know by tomorrow)

AGENDA:
Round Table Updates:

Finn:
- Been checking reimbursement forms

- Will message Megan about cheques
- Received an email from social psych about forms that needed to be filled out

from last year
- PNB emailed asked about the collab fund

- The previous year they would send a form after it already occurred -
wondering if its the same process

Megan:
- Outreach coordinator event is on Dec 3d

- Getting graphics in soon
- Outreach normally makes a relay for life team

- For socsci team
- Exec team will likely join

Maryam:
- Formal

- Artist emails are sent - a couple of replies!
- They are looking for a lot of money
- Potentially just get 3 artists

- Tyler shaw
- Eric Etheredge (country singer)
- The Arkells

- Figuring out if we’re sending people packages
- Will have the option to register and receive a package

- Student reps
- Jeopardy was a success!! (2.5 hours!!)

- About 80 people came
- First-year event is tomorrow

- Had a meeting today with reps for a rundown
- “Speed-friendship” like games
- Encouraging people to connect



- Nov 24th Mezcal event
- 4 PM
- Graphics were received today
- If people guess who the guest is they get more entries for giftcard

- Mentorship events
- Mack and Maryam met last week
- Have a chill get-to-know-you event
- Have 1 this semester and 2 next semester

- This semester is Nov 26th @5:30-7PM
- Ice breakers and a study session

- The second semester could have a workshop
- Graphics received and will send to Megan soon
- Some mentors want mentorship specific programming (not just

events)

Planner Interviews and Applications:
- slots have been given back to Liz
- Maryam and Mack are interested!
- Tanisha and Lauren have been in contact with cole

- Looking to hear back from the SSC
- Last year this time applications were out

- This year we’re aiming to fill these positions by December/January
- Will be revising applications

Undergrad Council
- Meetings are going well
- Talking about exams and evaluations
- Meeting with Nicole and Liz next week

Fall preview:
- 10 days away
- Nov 25-27th
- Let cole know if you want to drop in!
- Slides are almost ready to go

- Still being edited
- Same idea of meeting the MSSS and what university is like

- Giveaway will be attached to attendance

Other
- Looking to hear back from Kristen
- Meeting with Vic this week
- Meeting with Emma and Emma soon



- LRW entrance and keys
- No updates

- Sending feedback forms for societies soon
- Sending to peripherals as well

- Difficulties reaching out to the program societies
- Working on it!


